Transportation & Logistics

/ Case study /

Getac B300 advances track
geometry measurement process

/ Challenge /
To ensure security of citizens who
use public transportation system,
it is essential to detect problems
early and reduce the potential of
serious equipment failures.

/ Solution /
Getac’s B300 features a perfect
combination of sunlight readability, embedded GPS, wide-range
temperature, secondary battery
option and ruggedness, making it
part of the perfect track geometry
measurement solution to rail
sector.

/ Benefit /
With Getac B300 notebook
deployed as part of the track
geometry
measurement
instrument, the entire geometry
inspection process will be fully
digitized, all data including
position, curvature, alignment of
the track, smoothness could be
managed efficiently and reported
real-time.

“Of those rugged products we have tested, Getac rugged notebook has significantly outperformed
other brands in terms of efficiency and performance ratio perspectives, which proves its value.”
Mrs Pascale BEAUDOING & Mr Henri BOLLON, Co-Managers, TeamFer
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Fully Rugged Notebook

Rugged Mobile Computing Solutions
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operations mainly in torrential rain. This
criterion was indispensable in order to be
able to work under real conditions.
Featuring the longest battery life in the
industry, the Getac B300 with its integrated
secondary battery has become essential
specifically

for

track
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which

would normally take hours, offering a
battery life of up to 30 hours with the 2nd
battery. For all of these reasons, TeamFer
has gone back to rugged laptop PCs that
are highly efficient on all levels.

/ Solution /
Getac

provided
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notebooks that fit on lorries developed by
TeamFer, in which the lorries could be
pushed on the railway tracks and transport
different tools and do a lot of measurements such as corrugation, cant and gauge
of the track, and transversal profile. For
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for the rail sector, providing solutions to the
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tion will be processed through TeamFer’s
software “TeamSoft”.
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